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COPIES IN PRINT 
30MM

OVER

COUNTRIES
70
OVER

LANGUAGES
13

PRINTED IN

1# BESTSELLER
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• Streaming Worldwide in
22 Different Languages

• 50 x 11 Minute Episodes
Including 2 Holiday Specials

Features the voice of

Animated Series

as “Mama Llama” 
Jennifer Garner

Primary: Kids 0-4
Secondary: Parents

• TARGET AUDIENCE:
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• Early Childhood Milestones

• Acceptance & Diversity

• Conflict Resolution

• Independence

• Patience & Empathy
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KEY THEMES
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At its core, Llama Llama is a show about a 
child growing up and facing childhood 
milestones, filled with visually appealing, 
iconic anthropomorphic animals of all ages.

Our show features Llama Llama, just a 
typical 5-year-old of kindergarten age, 
embarking on new adventures with a host of 
other neighborhood kids and sharing 
experiences that are sometimes 
intimidating, sometimes daunting, 
sometimes firsts, yet always told with a 
sense of humor, vitality and understanding.

Sharing with friends, dealing with bullies,
staying home sick – all for the first time – are
some of the many milestones explored in the
series.  Llama and his friends make mistakes,
learn to  grow and receive encouragement from
helping  parents and community members along
the way.

The Show
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Who is
Llama Llama?

Llama Llama’s very brave, though, and more and
more, he takes risks in the face of his fears.
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As a young llama, he tends to overreact to just about anything (he’s as dramatic as  
any other kid on the block), but once he ventures forward and attempts the obstacle 
that seems insurmountable, he ends up feeling that things aren’t really so bad.

One of Llama Llama’s most endearing qualities is his childlike honesty. He’s not afraid 
to tell the truth and, for him, the truth is his emotional experience. Llama goes 
through each of his days reacting to challenges that he then realizes can be coped 
with since he has support from his friends, family and all those who love him.
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How To Be A Little Person In A Big World:
Llama learns how to take first steps toward independence  
such as the first day of school, having a babysitter, visiting a
department store, swimming in the deep end, and trying
new foods!

Core Values

Learning is
Fun and Cool!

Life Is Based On Relationships:
Llama finds himself in different, new situations in
which hecomesto understand that it is important to 
have empathy for others.

Accepting and Embracing Differences:
Llama learns the value of tolerance and acceptance  through
his community, which is filled with multicultural animal
families and community workers of different  hues,
species, and family structures.

Adults Who Inspire,
Teach and Allay Anxiety:
Llama encounters adults who are emotionally accessible  
and sensitive to young children’s needs.

Last but not least:
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Meet the Cast

Mama Llama shares a warm, loving
relationship with her son. She  

represents the ultimate safe haven.

Llama Llama’s maternal grandmother 
is a nurse. His maternal grandfather is
a retired postal carrier. hey represent 
another safe haven for Llama Llama.

Euclid Sheep is intellectual and 
philosophical; asks many questions.

Llama Llama is our hero who’s
never afraid to tell the truth; you’ll  
always know exactly how he feels.

Audrey is Llama’s limb different friend. 
She doesn’t let her disability stop her 

from doing anything her friends can do.

Llama’s best buddy; spunky,
inquisitive, likes to build and paint.

She has a temper at times!

Luna is Llama’s fashionista friend.
She is feminine, polite, respectful

and detailed-oriented.

Classmate/friend/sometimes  
antagonist of Llama; wants to make  

friends but doesn’t know how.

Llama Llama Mama Llama Grandma & Grandpa Audrey Antelope

Nelly Gnu Luna Giraffe Euclid Gilroy Goat
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Social community has 
embraced Llama Llama, 
providing an outpouring of 
support for limb-different 
character Audrey Antelope 

Llama Llama is represented on

showcasing our amazing animated series,
best-selling books and consumer products

Cheering on
Audrey!
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Voted LLAMA LLAMA

The Buzz:

1# BOOK
for 2 YEAR OLDS

From June 26, 2019 article:
“Books for the Ages: The Best Books to Read
at Every Age from 1-100”
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FALL 2021SUMMER 2021SPRING 2021

Llama Llama Publishing Schedule

8x8 Paperback Early Reader Hardcover

Push-and-Pull
Board Book

Little Golden Book
Early Reader

Board Book Box Set

OTHER FALL RELEASES

Shaped
Board Book

Llama Llama
Colors

Board Book

Llama Llama
Numbers

Board Book
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2020 GROWTH UP 41%
+41%

vs 
2019

A Llama Llama book is sold every 30 seconds!
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
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YOU
THANK

Jessica Brinder
VP, International Distribution

jbrinder@gnusbrands.com

Lindsay Brown
Director International Sales

lbrown@gnusbrands.com
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